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To: RICHARD WADDING (JJCP56A)
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)

Otis & Richard,                                             
                                                            
I agree with Richard, one can be despicably aggressive.  Its
the whole Social Darwinism thing again.  The strong survive,
(but only because they learned to be ever on the attack,    
keeping their potential conquorers always off-balance and   
disorganized.)  A tiny minority rule and abuse vast numbers 
via this method.                                            
                                                            
The dictionary I use, (like so many it has a "Webster" in   
the title,) defines "abject" as 1) sunk to a low condition, 
2) worthless, mean, despicable, degraded, contemptible. Just
like the PRC, the U.S. government, Wall Street, Nixon and   
Clinton.                                                    
                                                            
Actually this last sentence wasn't in the dictionary, (but  
only because Ambrose Bierce has passed.)                    
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Actually, according to many of the posts on this thread,    
doesn't Clinton sound kind of aggressive for someone so     
abject?                                                     
                                                            
                                                            
                                                            
                                                            
                                                            
                                                            
                                                            
                                                            
otis (tad) richards         the news team            tyaa18a
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Let's see. Clinton is an abject leftist.  But in matters    
concerning China, an abjectly leftist regime for some 47    
years, the President toes the line of such abject Wall      
Streeters as Bush and Nixon.  He ignores their human rights 
violations and other murderous activities in order to make  
China safe for Wall Street.  He aids and abets a            
$40,000,000,000+ annual trade deficit which only helps keep 
in power the blood stained butchers of Tiananmen by rubber- 
stamping MFN every year,because that's what Wall Street     
wants.  He'll travel to Beijing if he's re-elected, thus    
discouraging the opposition while encouraging the tyrants   
and giving them credibility.  Just like Nixon and Bush did. 
So if you're worried about "disastrous consequences" please 
don't ignore the very real potential of the CCP and the Army
using OUR money to finance THEIR military modernization and 
build-up.                                                   
                                                            
In the coming Century we'll face yet another arms race,     
which is EXACTLY what Wall Street want$.                    
                                                            
Get real, Richard.  When was the last time ANY "leftist"    
Democrat was so deeply in bed with Wall Street?             
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